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cad-plan is not a commercial cad system. our products have been designed to meet the needs of the design community. we are firmly committed to providing the best possible solutions tailored to the specific needs of our customers. athena developer
toolkitwhile we are the market leader in cad for facade technology and metal construction, we also focus on product-related software development. we are always on the lookout for new ideas, and are very proud of our ability to deliver innovative, high-

performance software. in addition to the software solutions mentioned above, we also provide tools for creating athena projects. in this way we have combined the highest possible quality standards with the flexibility needed to meet the individual needs of
our customers. the developer toolkit, one of our latest releases, is a powerful development tool that provides a wide range of functionality for creating athena projects. the developer toolkit gives you access to athena projects and allows you to create your
own projects from scratch or enhance existing projects. athena trainingour products are not only used in practice, but also, and above all, by our customers. we have more than 1,000 customers all over the world who use our products on a daily basis. this

way we have been able to gather more experience than most other companies in the field. apply for an internship at cad-planbecause our products are used all over the world and we are always looking for new ideas, we have to constantly improve our
products and our knowledge. internships are an ideal way to learn, to gain experience and to get to know our products. you can be a member of our team and contribute to the further development of our products.
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another recent addition to the athena range is the revit object library. the purpose of this is to make it possible to load the objects from the revit library into athena, so that the external geometry of the objects is taken into account. this is important in the case of
faade elements, for example, when the geometry is not valid in the revit library but is valid in athena. the external geometry is then measured and transferred to athena. another new addition to athena is the new sat export function for the bim elements. in the case

of faade elements, this is particularly advantageous, as here the sat is not provided in revit and can therefore not be imported, but can be exported from athena. the faade elements are then transformed into sat format and saved as an archicad file. the mep-software-
xml (mepx) is a digital representation of mep services in an open and transparent manner. it is used in the planning process as a reference model. this is why the mep-software-xml is the standard export format in athena. mepx files can be imported into athena from
the revit library with the assistance of the mep-software-xml exporter importer. in order to simplify the licensing of athena, we have now created the new license key, the so-called athena-ia64-key, which allows a single license to be shared. with this, the costs of the

athena license are considerably reduced. the new license key, the athena-ia64-key, allows a single license to be shared. this means that it is now possible to have multiple athena licenses on a single revit server license. this makes it possible to license different
athena versions on one computer without having to buy separate licenses. the license for the athena is deactivated after a certain amount of time and only activated if the revit server is started. this saves costs on a revit server license. 5ec8ef588b
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